Increased Destruction of Bird Populations Predicted with Warming
	August 5, 2010: Westminster, Colorado —In 2003, a massive heat wave struck and killed some 30,000 people in Europe, in an area where heat was not considered a major threat.  Similar mass die-offs occur in wild birds and some mammals during heat waves, but unlike humans, birds may not be able to take shelter or find fresh water in order to survive devastating heat.  What is the outlook for desert bird communities in light of expected global temperature increases on Earth? 
	Blair Wolf, an associate professor of biology at the University of New Mexico, and his collaborator Andrew McKechnie from the University of Pretoria, South Africa, have been studying how increasing global temperatures will impact desert bird populations.  They have found that during heat waves, increases in air temperatures of as little as 2°F can double the rate of water loss in a small bird and, importantly, impact its survival time. 
	Wolf will discuss their findings at the Global Change and Global Science: Comparative Physiology in a Changing World conference from August 4-7, 2010 in Westminster, Colorado.  The program for the conference is available at www.the-aps.org/meetings/aps/comparative/preprogram.htm. This conference is sponsored by the American Physiological Society.
Predicting Who Will Be the Victims
	The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts that the average temperature of the planet will rise 3.5-6.5°F over the next century.  This may not seem like much to the average person, but according to Wolf, these changes could be disastrous for birds and some mammals, because of the increased intensity and frequency of heat waves that will result. 
	This is due, in part to the fact, that when environmental temperatures are above air temperature, birds and other animals have to get rid of body and environmental heat by evaporating water across the skin and by panting. Evaporative water loss increases rapidly with increasing temperature.  Excessive water loss reduces a birds' ability to stay cool. The resulting high body temperatures can produce heat stroke, which causes damage to body tissues, organ failure, and blood clotting that quickly lead to death.
http://envirohealthnews.blogspot.com/2010/08/increased-destruction-of-bird.html

